High-throughput screening of effective siRNAs from RNAi libraries delivered via bacterial invasion.
Use of RNA interference (RNAi) as a reverse genetics tool for silencing genes in mammalian cells is achieved by in vitro transfection of small interfering RNAs (siRNAs). For a target gene, several siRNAs must be designed according to the empirical rules. We demonstrated that functional short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) could be synthesized in Escherichia coli and delivered directly via bacterial invasion to the near entirety of a mammalian cell population to trigger RNAi. Furthermore, using a luciferase-target gene transcript, we identified effective shRNAs and siRNAs from RNAi libraries delivered conveniently through bacterial invasion in 96-well plates without need for preparation, purification and transfection of shRNAs. Notably, several of the most highly effective shRNAs and siRNAs identified do not fit the empirical rules commonly used for siRNA design, suggesting that this approach is a powerful tool for RNAi research, and could be used complementarily to the empirical rules for RNAi applications.